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Flexibility of programming and efficiency of program execution are two
important features of a programming language. Unfortunately, however,
these two features conflict with each other in design and implementation
of a modern statically typed programming language. Flexibility is achieved
by a high-degree of polymorphism, which is based on generic primitives
in an abstract model of computation, while efficiency requires optimal use
of low-level primitives specialized to individual data structures. The
motivation of this work is to reconcile these two features by developing
a mechanism for specializing polymorphic primitives based on static type
information. We analyze the existing methods for compiling a record
calculus and an unboxed calculus, extract their common structure, and
develop a framework for type-directed specialization of polymorphism.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The term ‘‘polymorphism’’ implies generic behavior of a program; a program is
polymorphic if it behaves uniformly over values of various different types. A typical
example is the identity function
id#*x .x
which has the same behavior for all types and can therefore be applied to values
of any type. Another example is a field selection function on records
f#*x .x } l
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which extracts the l field from a labeled record (passed through an argument x).
This function behaves uniformly on any records containing an l field.
An important achievement in type theory of programming languages is the
development of polymorphic type systems where generic behavior of a program
such as that above is cleanly represented by a polymorphic type. In the Girard
Reynolds type system [10, 36], the function id is given the following type,
id : \t . t  t,
representing the polymorphic behavior of id. This form of polymorphism is
embodied in the type system of ML [23]. Its practical usefulness has been widely
recognized and an ML-style polymorphic type system has been adopted in a
number of modern polymorphic programming languages including Standard ML [24],
OCaml [22], and Haskell [15]. Recent studies of record polymorphism enable us
to represent polymorphic functions operating on labeled record structures. Using
the type system of [31], the field selection function f above is given the following
polymorphic type,
f : \t1 :: U .\t2 :: [[l : t1 ]] . t2  t1 ,
where type variables t1 and t2 are constrained with a kind, i.e., a type of types.
t1 :: U means that t1 ranges over all types, while t2 :: [[l : t1]] denotes the constraint
that t2 ranges only over those record types containing an l field of type t1 . For
example, if t1 is instantiated to string then t2 can be instantiated to
[l : string, m : int] but not [a : int, b : bool ]. We call the typing mechanism refined
with kinds kinded typing. This mechanism is similar to bounded quantification [6]
where the range of type variables may be constrained to subtypes of a given type.
Due to the refinement of kinded typing, ML-style parametric polymorphism can
scale up to large and complicated practical software development such as database
programming, where labeled data structures are essential (see, for example, [5] for
discussion on polymorphism in database programming.)
It is highly desirable to develop a practical programming language that supports
flexible polymorphic typing. However, polymorphism inherently conflicts with run-
time efficiency of programsanother essential feature of programming languages.
The source of polymorphism is generic primitive operations in an abstract com-
putation model on which a high-level programming language is based. On the other
hand, run-time efficiency is achieved through optimal use of low-level primitives
specialized to individual data structures. To understand the mismatch consider the
two polymorphic functions given above. The function *x .x is polymorphic because
the variable binding mechanism in the lambda calculus is inherently generic. In an
actual computer hardware, however, values have various different sizes, and there-
fore efficient variable binding requires size dependent operation. Similarly,
the source of polymorphism of the function *x .x } l is the generic field selection
operation  } l which accesses a field by a symbolic name. However, no currently
available general purpose computer architecture efficiently supports named field
access.
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In a statically typed monomorphic language, the compiler generates optimized
code specialized to the type of the actual data. For example, a labeled record is
represented as a vector (sorted by field labels), and field selection is compiled to
code that performs indexing into a vector. Unfortunately, these apparently effective
optimizations are not directly applicable to polymorphic languages. Since the type
of the data actually passed to a polymorphic function differs and cannot be deter-
mined at the time of compiling the function, it is difficult to specialize it statically.
The conventional solution to this problem is simply to give up those optimizations
and to implement polymorphic operations directly using less efficient data represen-
tation and costly run-time analysis. There have been some efforts to reduce the run-
time cost due to inefficiency of data representation required by polymorphic
primitives, including representation optimization for polymorphic bindings [34, 20]
and efficient data representation for associative access for labeled records [35].
These methods show some positive results, but polymorphic primitives remain
inefficient compared to the corresponding specialized monomorphic operations.
To develop an efficient polymorphic language suitable for serious software
development, we should overcome this problem and develop a systematic method
to specialize polymorphic operations into efficient code. Such a method should
ideally be a refinement of conventional techniques of compiling monomorphic
languages so that monomorphic programs should be as efficient as conventional
implementation of monomorphic languages. In our previous works, we have
developed two such methods. One is a compilation method for a polymorphic
record calculus [31], which specializes polymorphic operations on labeled records
and labeled variants to index operations. The other is an unboxed semantics for
ML polymorphism [32], which specializes polymorphic variable binding to
efficient size sensitive variable binding. These two methods exhibit common struc-
tures in specialization of ML-style polymorphic languages. In particular, both
exploit type information to perform appropriate specialization. The purpose of the
present article is to analyze these two methods, to identify the crucial issues in
program specialization, and to develop a framework for type-directed specialization
of polymorphism. Specific contributions of this article include
v a refined presentation of ML and its type reconstruction method,
v a generic implementation language which can be used for an intermediate
language for various polymorphic primitives, and
v a generic algorithm for type-directed specialization of polymorphism and its
type preservation theorem.
In addition to giving a framework for type-directed specialization, we also provide
a new operational semantics for the implementation language and discuss
implementation strategies. We hope that the framework presented here will serve as
a type-theoretical basis for compiling polymorphic functions into efficient code.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the
general structure of type-directed specialization of polymorphism. Section 3 defines
the skeleton structure of the source language. The first step of specializing an
ML-style polymorphic language is to recover type information that represents
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the polymorphic behavior of a given program. There is one subtle problem in this
process. That is the problem of ‘‘coherence’’ in type reconstruction. Section 4
analyzes this problem and provides a solution. In Section 5, we analyze the two
specialization methods mentioned above and extract the general properties of type-
directed specialization. Section 6 gives a framework for specialization. We first
define an implementation language where specialization of generic primitives can be
representable. We then develop a translation algorithm from the source language
into the implementation language. For this implementation language, we give a
call-by-value operational semantics and establish the type soundness. Finally,
Section 7 concludes the paper with suggestions for further investigations.
2. GENERAL STRUCTURE OF SPECIALIZATION
The source language we are interested in is an ML-style programming language,
whose polymorphism is based on implicit typing. The programmer writes a program
without type specification, and the type system automatically infers its most general
polymorphic type that represents the generic behavior of the program.
In conventional implementations of an ML-style language such as [2, 21], type
inference is done only for static check of type consistency; after type-checking is
done, the type information is thrown away and compilation is done based on the
syntactic structure of raw terms. However, the approach of type-directed specializa-
tion we are advocating makes crucial use of type information in compiling
programs. To exploit type information, we use an explicitly typed intermediate
language and organize the type-directed specialization into the following two
phases.
1. Type reconstruction. This phase performs type inference on a given raw
term and constructs an explicitly typed term that encodes all the inferred type infor-
mation. This phase can be regarded as the combination of the inference of a typing
derivation in an implicitly typed source language (denoted here by *ml ) and the
construction of a term of an explicitly typed language (denoted here by 4ml) from
the typing derivation in *ml.
2. Specialization. This phase transforms a term of 4ml into a term of an
implementation language, which we call 4impl, by specializing polymorphic
primitives using type information. 4impl is a model of a low-level language that can
be implemented efficiently without computing type attribute at run-time. The
implicitly typed language *impl obtained from 4impl by forgetting type information
models efficient run-time execution.
Recent works on type-directed compilation such as the TIL compiler [37], inten-
sional type analysis [13], and typed closure conversion [27] use typed inter-
mediate languages for a similar purpose. Figure 1 shows the relationship among the
languages considered in this paper.
Although a type inference problem with various advanced polymorphic
primitives is often a difficult and delicate problem, this process does not affect
the subsequent specialization. On the other hand, a proper definition of 4ml and
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FIG. 1. Relationship among the languages.
construction of a 4ml term from a given *ml typing derivation is crucial in type-
directed specialization. For this reason, we include a careful analysis on 4ml and
construction of 4ml terms from *ml typing derivations, but we do not consider the
type inference problem of *ml and simply assume that a typing derivation of *ml is
given by some type inference process.
3. THE SOURCE LANGUAGE
The source language, *ml, is to serve as a model for various polymorphic
languages and should be regarded as a family of languages parameterized with
various polymorphic constructs. In this section, we only consider the following
Core ML terms.
e ::=cb | x | *x .e | e e | let x=e in e
cb stands for constants of base type b, and let x=e1 in e2 is ML’s polymorphic let
construct. The actual source language is obtained by adding the desired term con-
structors including those that represent polymorphic primitives. The type system of
*ml defined in this section is general enough to represent various polymorphic
primitives.
Terms are considered modulo renaming of bound variables. In what follows, we
adopt the usual bound variable convention, i.e., we assume that bound variables are
distinct and are different from any free variables, and we assume that this property
is preserved by substitution. We shall implicitly make this assumption for all the
languages containing bound variables we shall consider in this paper, including
polymorphic types.
A type system for Core ML is given by Damas and Milner [8]. In their account,
the set of types is stratified into the set of monotypes (ranged over by {) and the set
of polytypes (ranged over by _) as follows.
{ ::= b | t | {  {
_ ::= { | \t ._
A type substitution, or simply substitution, is a function from a finite set of type
variables to monotypes. We write [{1 t1 , ..., {ntn] for the substitution that maps
each ti to {i . A substitution S is extended to the set of all type variables by letting
S(t)=t for all t  dom(S), and it in turn is extended uniquely to all the monotypes.
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FIG. 2. The DamasMilner type system of Core ML.
The result of applying a substitution S to a polytype is the type obtained by apply-
ing S to its all free type variables. Under the bound type variable convention, we
can simply take S(\t1 ...tn .{)=\t1 ...tn .S({). A substitution is also extended to other
objects containing types. The set of free type variables of { is denoted by FTV({).
In [8], the type system is given as a proof system to derive a typing of the form
T |&e : _,
where T is a type assignment, which is a function from a finite set of variables to
polytypes. If f is a function then we write f[x : v] for the extension of f that maps
x to v, provided that x  dom( f ). The set of typing rules of the DamasMilner
system is given in Fig. 2.
In this paper, we make one refinement to the DamasMilner type system by plac-
ing kind constraint on type variables. Intuitively, a kind denotes a set of monotypes
that share the same properties. For example, a record kind [[l : {]] denotes the set
of all record types containing the field l : {. The purpose of introducing kind
constraints is twofold.
v It enables us to represent various polymorphic primitives.
v It enables us to keep track of the set of type variables used in typing deriva-
tions. This will become crucial when we perform type-directed specialization.
This mechanism was first introduced in [30] for compiling record polymorphism.
Jones [16] proposed a similar mechanism of ‘‘quantified types’’ for compiling type
classes.
Required kinds depend on the form of polymorphism we would like to support.
Instead of assuming some particular kinds, we consider the source language *ml as
a family of languages parameterized by a kind structure. For this, we assume that
there is a given set Kind of kinds (ranged over by k). On this set, we assume the
following general properties.
v It contains a special constant kind U denoting the set of all monotypes. Type
variables having the kind U correspond to those of ML.
v In addition to constant kinds, we allow a kind to contain monotypes. This
generality is necessary for representing various polymorphic operations such as
those found in a polymorphic record calculus.
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v The set of kinds is closed under consistent conjunction. This is needed to
represent a polymorphic function that invokes more than one polymorphic
primitive. For example, in *x . (x } l, x } m), the type of x is kinded by a record kind
[[l : t1 , m : t2]] which is the conjunction of two atomic record kinds [[l : t1]] and
[[m : t2 ]].
A concrete syntax of the set of kinds can be the following,
k ::=B | C({1 , ..., {n) | k 7 k,
where B stands for a given set of constant kinds, C stands for a given set of kind
constructors, and k1 7 k2 is the conjunction of consistent kinds k1 and k2 .
However, the following development will not depend on the concrete syntax of
kinds.
Any type variables in *ml must be kinded by a kind assignment (ranged over by
K) which is a list of pairs of a type variable and a kind of the form
[t1 :: k1 , ..., tn :: kn]
such that t1 , ..., tn are pairwise distinct. In what follows, we use the notation (a)
for a list (or a set) of elements of the form a1 , ..., an when the exact sequence (set
members) are not important. In particular, we sometimes write [(t :: k)] for a
kind assignment. The empty kind assignment is denoted by <. For a kind assign-
ment K, we write dom(K) for the set of type variables that are assigned a kind by
K, we write K[t :: k] for the kind assignment obtained by adding the pair t :: k
to K provided that t  dom(K), and we write KK$ for the kind assignment
obtained by concatenating K and K$ provided that dom(K) & dom(K$)=<.
These notations are compatible with our notation for function extension.
We say that a monotype { is well formed under K, written K |&{, if FTV({)
dom(K). We extend this relation to other structures containing monotypes. Since
we allow a kind to contain monotypes, a kind assignment must also satisfy a well-
formedness condition. We write |&K to denote that kind assignment K is well
formed. The following rules define this property.
|&<
|&K K |&k t  dom(K)
|&K[t :: k]
.
Note that if |&K[(t1 :: k1)][(t2 :: k2)] K$ and K |&(k2) then |&K
[(t2 :: k2)][(t1 :: k1)] K$.
The type system we shall define depends on kinding judgments of the form
K |&{ :: k
denoting the fact that monotype { has kind k under kind assignment K. This
relation of course depends on the set of kinds and their intended meanings. Here,
we assume that for a given set of kinds, there is an associated kinding relation
satisfying the following properties.
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1. If K |&{ :: k then |&K, K |&{ and K |&k.
2. If K |&{ then K |&{ :: U.
3. If K[(t1 :: k1)][(t2 :: k2)] K$ |&{ :: k and K |&(k2) then K[(t2 :: k2)]
[(t1 :: k1)] K$ |&{ :: k
4. If K[(t0 :: k0)] K$ |&{ :: k, |&KK$, KK$ |&{, and KK$ |&k then
KK$ |&{ :: k
5. If KK$ |&{ :: k, (t0) & dom(KK$)=< and |&K[(t0 :: k0)] then
K[(t0 :: k0)] K$ |&{ :: k,
6. If K[t0 :: k0] K$ |&{ :: k and K |&{0 :: k0 then K([{0 t0] K$) |&
[{0 t0] { :: [{0 t0] k.
The first five properties are standard structural ones that should be satisfied by
any kinding system. The last property requires that kinding is closed under kind
respecting type substitution.
In what follows, we implicitly assume that kind assignments appearing in various
formulas are well formed.
The set of polytypes of *ml is defined to be the set of types of the form
\(t1 :: k1 , ..., tn :: kn) .{.
If n=0 then it is identified with {. In this construct, type variable ti is bound in
ki+1 , ..., kn and {. The set of free type variables of a polytype is defined as
FTV(\(t1 :: k1 ...tn :: kn) .{) = i (FTV(ki)"[t1 , ..., t i&1]) _ (FTV({)"[t1 , ..., tn]). A
polytype _ is well formed under K, written K |&_ if FTV(_)dom(K). We extend
this relation to type assignments, i.e., K |&T if K |&T(x) for all x # dom(T).
Since kinds may contain type variables, when we apply a type substitution to a
kinded polytype, we must also apply it to the set of kinds in the type. Under our
bound type variable convention, we can simply define
S(\(t1 :: k1 , ..., tn :: kn) .{)=\(t1 :: S(k1), ..., tn :: S(kn)) .S({).
The type system of *ml is defined as a proof system to derive a typing of the form
K, T |&e : {
denoting the property that e has type { under type assignment T and kind assign-
ment K. The set of typing rules is given in Fig. 3. In rule (var), if n=0 then it
reduces to the usual variable axiom K, T[x : {] |&x : {. Note also that in rule
(let), K, T[x : \((t :: k) ) .{1] |&e2 : {2 implies K |&T[x : \((t :: k) ) .{1], which
guarantees the condition (t) & FTV(T)=< required for type abstraction.
The following four lemmas can be shown by easy induction.
Lemma 3.1. If K[(t1 :: k1)][(t2 :: k2)] K$, T |&e : { and K |&(k2) then
K[(t2 :: k2)][(t1 :: k1)] K$, T |&e : {.
Lemma 3.2. If K, T |&e : {, dom(T) & dom(T$)=<, and K |&T$ then
K, TT$ |&e : {.
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FIG. 3. The type system of *ml.
Lemma 3.3. If K, TT$ |&e : {, and dom(T$) & FV(e)=< then K, T |&e : {.
Lemma 3.4. If KK$, T |&e : {, (t0) & dom(KK$)=<, and |&K[(t0 :: k0)]
then K[(t0 :: k0)] K$, T |&e : {.
The above four lemmas hold for all the language we shall define in this article.
The next lemma shows that typings are closed under kindrespecting type sub-
stitution.
Lemma 3.5. If K[t0 :: k0] K$, T |&e : { and K |&{0 :: k0 then K([{0 t0] K$),
[{0 t0] T |&e : [{0 t0] {.
Proof. By induction on e. We only show the cases for variables and let expres-
sions; other cases follow directly from the corresponding induction hypotheses.
Case x. Suppose K[t0 :: k0] K$, T[x : \(t1 :: k1 , ..., tn :: kn) .{$] |&x : {. Then by
the definition of the type system, K[t0 :: k0] K$ |&T[x : \(t1 :: k1 , ..., tn :: kn) .{$], and
there must be some {1 , ..., {n such that K[t0 :: k0] K$ |&{i :: [{1t1 , ..., {i&1 ti&1] ki
(1in) and {=[{1 t1 , ..., {ntn] {$. By the assumptions on kinding, the well-
formedness condition of typing assignments, and bound type variable convention
we have
K([{0t0] K$) |&[{0 t0](T)[x : \(t1 :: [{0 t0] k1 , ..., tn :: [{0 t0] kn) .[{0 t0] {$],
and
K([{0 t0] K$) |&[{0 t0] {i :: [[{0 t0] {1 t1 , ..., [{0 t0] {i&1 ti&1]([{0 t0] ki)
(1in).
Then by the rule (var),
K([{0 t0] K$), [{0 t0](T)[x : \(t1 :: [{0 t0] k1 , ..., tn :: [{0 t0] kn) .[{0 t0] {$]
|&x : [[{0 t0] {1t1 , ..., [{0 t0] {ntn]([{0 t0] {$).
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By the bound type variable convention, we can assume that t1 , ..., tn does not
appear in {0 . Thus
K([{0 t0] K$), [{0 t0](T[x : \(t1 :: k1 , ..., tn :: kn) .{$])
|&x : [{0 t0]([{1 t1 , ..., {n tn] {$)
as desired.
Case let x=e1 in e2 . Suppose K[t0 :: k0] K$, T |&let x=e1 in e2 : {. Then we
must have K[t0 :: k0] K$[(t :: k)], T |&e1 : {1 and K[t0 :: k0] K$, T[x :
\((t :: k) ) .{1] |&e2 : {. By the induction hypothesis and bound type variable con-
vention, we have
K([{0t0] K$)[(t :: [{0 t0] k)], [{0 t0] T |&e1 : [{0 t0] {1
and
K([{0t0] K$), [{0 t0](T )[x : \((t :: [{0 t0] k) ) .[{0 t0]{1)] |&e2 : [{0t0] {.
By the rule (let), we have
K([{0t0] K$), [{0 t0](T) |&let x=e1 in e2 : [{0t0] {
as desired. K
We say that a type variable is free in a typing derivation if it appears in some T
or it appears as { in some typing of the form K, T |&e : { or some kinding of the
form K |&{ :: k and if it is not discharged by the rule (let). Its inductive definition
can easily be given. The following property holds for free type variables in a deriva-
tion.
Proposition 3.6. The set of all free type variables of any typing derivation of
K, T |&e : { is contained in dom(K).
Proof. By the assumption on kinding, if K |&{ :: k then any type variable in {
or k is contained in dom(K). It is therefore sufficient to verify that each typing rule
preserves the following property: if K, T |&e : { then K |&T and K |&{. K
It should be noted that in the DamasMilner system, the set of free type variables
in a derivation cannot be determined from a typing. To see this, consider the
following typing.
< |&(*x .1)(*y .y) : int
Although no type variable appears in this typing, a typing derivation may contain
free type variables in types of x and y. Free type variables in a typing derivation
are those that may affect type-directed specialization, and the above proposition
guarantees that K records all those type variables.
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To properly deal with the problem of reconstruction of explicitly typed terms, we
introduce another layer on top of typings as a model of compilation units. A decla-
ration (ranged over by d ) is a list of pairs of a variable and a term of the form
[x1=e1 , ..., xn=en]
such that variables are pairwise distinct. We write d[x=e] for the extension of d
with x=e. The typing rules for declarations are given below.
|&< : <
|&d : T [(t :: k)], T |&e : {
|&d[x=e] : T[x : \((t :: k) ) .{]
A declaration can be regarded as a nested let binding as shown in the following,
which can be proved by simple induction on n.
Proposition 3.7. If |&[x1=e1 , ..., xn=en] : [x1 : _1 , ..., xn : _n] and K, [x1 :
_1 , ..., xn : _n] |&e : { then K, < |&let x1=e1 in } } } let xn=en in e : {.
By taking e in the above proposition to be a trivial value ( ) of a trivial type unit,
then declaration |&[x1=e1 , ..., xn=en] : [x1 : _1 , ..., xn : _n] can be regarded as the
following closed typing
<, < |&let x1=e1 in } } } let xn=en in ( ) : unit.
From this correspondence, we see that declarations are merely shorthand for nested
let expressions. However, this notion allows us to model incremental compilation
of ML.
4. RECONSTRUCTING EXPLICITLY TYPED TERMS
As observed by Harper and Mitchell [12], a typing derivation of Core ML
corresponds to a typing of an explicitly typed term. For the DamasMilner type
system, the corresponding set of explicitly typed terms, called XML terms, is given
by the following grammar,
M ::=cb | x | M M | *x : { .M | let x : _=M in M | 4t .M | M {,
where 4t .M is type abstraction and M { is type application. The type system of this
explicitly typed language is obtained from that of the DamasMilner type system
by replacing the untyped terms in each typing rule with the corresponding typed
terms. The following is shown in [12].
Theorem 4.1. There is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of ML typing
derivations and the set of XML typings.
Because of this property, the DamasMilner calculus is often regarded as
‘‘syntactic shorthand’’ for XML.
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There is, however, one subtle problem in this intuitive view. For a given Damas
Milner typing, there are in general infinitely many typing derivations. As a result,
a given DamasMilner typing corresponds to infinitely many XML terms. Further-
more, we have shown in [29] that some typing corresponds to provably unequal
XML terms. The following example is taken from [29]. Suppose we have two
distinct base types b1 , b2 and consider the following DamasMilner typing:
[x : \t .t  b1 , y : \t . t  t] |&(x y) : b1 .
The following two XML terms both correspond to derivations of the above typing:
[x : \t . t  b1 , y : \t . t  t] |&((x b2  b2)( y b2)) : b1
[x : \t . t  b1 , y : \t . t  t] |&((x b1  b1)( y b1)) b1 .
But since these terms are in normal form they are, therefore, not convertible. Using
the terminology of [4], we can say that reconstruction from DamasMilner typings
to XML terms cannot be coherent. Since the type-directed specialization we are
advocating relies on reconstruction of an explicitly typed term from an untyped
term, the failure of coherence implies that the choice of a type reconstruction algo-
rithm may affect the meaning of the compiled term. Such a situation is undesirable.
Another more serious problem is that a term that causes the failure of coherence
often contains free type variables that do not appear in the typing judgment. For
example, consider the possible explicitly typed term for ( f (*x .x } l)) under the
assumption [ f : \t . t  b]. A natural type reconstruction strategy would produce
the term ( f t1  t2) (*x : t1 .x } l ) with the kind constraint t1 :: [[l : t2 ]]. Since t1 , t2
do not appear in the type environment or in the result type, they will not be
abstracted or instantiated. As a result, the type system cannot determine specializa-
tion information for the terms containing those type variables, and the specializer
cannot produce a code for the function (*x : t1 .x } l ) occurring in the above context.
An example and an observation describing the same phenomenon of failure of
coherence as above were restated in [17], and this problem was discussed. The
solution suggested in [17] is simply to restrict terms to be a subset of legal ML
terms to avoid the above failure of coherence. However, in [29] we already showed
that there is a coherent type reconstruction for all the ML terms based on a non-
conventional presentation of ML polymorphism using only monotypes. In [12], it
was also observed that translation of closed terms is coherent. Those results suggest
that we can achieve coherent type reconstruction for a DamasMilner style
calculus. In this section, we provide a solution to this problem by defining an
explicitly typed calculus 4ml as a refinement of XML, and giving a coherent trans-
formation from *ml to 4ml.
4.1. The Explicitly Typed Calculus: 4ml
This section defines 4ml as an intermediate language for the type-directed spe-
cialization method. In order to discuss the problem of coherent type reconstruction,
we need a semantic framework for 4ml. We base our development on an equational
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theory analogous to the ; equality in the lambda calculus. Since any reduction rela-
tion such as one corresponding to a call-by-value operational semantics should be
sound with respect to this equational theory, the coherence condition obtained in
this section can be regarded as the necessary condition that should be satisfied by
any operational semantics.
We define 4ml as a language having the following properties.
v Type abstraction and type application are restricted to let expressions and
variables, respectively.
v Type substitution is combined with term substitution.
These properties make 4ml typings more closely correspond to *ml typing deriva-
tions.
The set of terms of 4ml is given by the following syntax.
M ::=cb | (x ({) ) | M M | *x : { .M | let x : _=4((t :: k) ) .M in M
(x({) ) is a variable with nested type application and 4((t :: k) ) .M in the let
expression is a nested type abstraction. If ({) in (x ({) ) and (t :: k) in
4((t :: k) ) .M are empty then we regard them as x and M, respectively. The set of
free variables of M is denoted by FV(M), and the set of free type variables of M
is denoted by FTV(M). The definition of FTV(M) is obtained by extending the
following clauses according to the structure of M.
FTV((x ({) ))=FTV(({) )
FTV(*x : { .M)=FTV({) _ FTV(M)
FTV(let x : _=4(t1 :: k1 } } } tn :: kn) .M1 in M2)
=FTV(_) _ .
i
(FTV(ki)"[t1 , ..., t i&1]) _ (FTV(M1)"[t1 , ..., tn])
_ FTV(M2)
To define the reduction relation for 4ml, we generalize substitution by combining
it with type instantiation. We write [(t1 , ..., tn) .Mx] N for the term obtained from
N by substituting [{1t1 , ..., {n tn] M for (x {1 ...{n). Its inductive definition is
obtained by extending the following clauses according to the structure of the term.
[(t1 , ..., tn) .Mx](x {1 ...{n)=[{1 t1 , ..., {ntn] M
[(t1 , ..., tn) .Mx]( y {1 ...{m)=( y {1 ...{m) (if xy)
For the case of n=0, we simply write [Mx] N instead of [( ) .Mx] N. The reduc-
tion axioms for 4ml are given below.
(;) (*x : { .M1) M2 O [M2 x] M1
(let) let x : _=4((t :: k) ) .M1 in M2 O [((t) ) .M1 x] M2
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FIG. 4. The type system of 4ml.
We write M  M$ if M$ is obtained from M by applying one of the reduction
axioms to some subterm of M and write M w* M$ for the reflexive transitive
closure of the one-step reduction relation M  M$. The convertibility relation is
written M * M$.
The kinding relation is the same as that of *ml. The set of typing rules for 4ml is
given in Fig. 4. Similarly to *ml, in rule (let), K, T[x : \((t :: k) ) .{1] |&M2 : {2
implies K |&T[x : \((t :: k) ) .{1], which guarantees the condition (t) & FTV(T)
=< required for type abstraction.
The following property can be proved similarly to Lemma 3.5.
Lemma 4.2. If K[t0 :: k0] K$, T |&M : { and K |&{0 :: k0 then K([{0t0] K$),
[{0 t0] T |&[{0 t0] M : [{0 t0] {.
The following term substitution lemma also holds.
Lemma 4.3. If K, T[x : \((t0 :: k0) ) .{0] |&M1 : { and K[(t0 :: k0)], T |&
M2 : {0 then K, T |&[((t0) ) .M2 x] M1 : {.
Proof. By induction on M1 . We only show the cases for variables and let
expressions. Other cases can be shown using the corresponding induction
hypotheses.
Case ( y ({$) ). If x{y, then the result follows by the free variable lemma
(Lemma 3.3 for 4ml). Let x= y and suppose K, T[x : \(t1 :: k1 , ..., tn :: kn) .{$] |&
(x {1 } } } {n) : {. Let Si=[{1t1 , ..., {i ti]. By the type system, we must have
K |&{i :: Si&1(ki) for (1in). Using this property, Lemma 4.2, and the bound
type variable convention, we can show the following by induction on i.
K[ti+1 :: Si (ki+1), ..., tn :: Si (kn)], Si (T) |&Si (M2) : Si ({0) (1in)
Therefore we have
K, Sn(T) |&Sn(M2) : Sn({0).
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But since Sn(T)=T, Sn({0)={0 , and Sn(M2)=[(t1 , ..., tn) .M2x](x {1 } } } {n), this
proves the case for variables.
Case let y : \((t1 :: k1) ) .{1=M 11 in M
2
1 . Suppose
K, T[x : \((t0 :: k0) ) .{0] |&let y : \((t :: k) ) .{1=M 11 in M
2
1 : {.
We must have
K[(t :: k)], T[x : \((t0 :: k0) ) .{0] |&M 11 : {1
and
K, T[x : \((t0 :: k0) ) .{0][ y : \((t :: k) ) .{1] |&M 21 : {.
By Lemma 3.4, K[(t :: k)][(t0 :: k0)], T |&M2 : {0 . Then by the induction
hypothesis,
K[(t :: k)], T |&[((t0) ) .M2 x] M 11 : {1 .
By bound variable convention, we can assume that x{y. By Lemma 3.2,
K[(t0 :: k0)], T[ y : \((t :: k) ) .{1] |&M2 : {0 . Applying the induction hypothesis
to M 21 , we have
K, T[ y : \((t :: k) ) .{1] |&[((t0) ) .M2 x] M 21 : {.
Then by the rule (let) we have
K, T |&let y : \((t :: k) ) .{1=[((t0) ) .M2x] M 11 in [((t0) ) .M2x] M
2
1 : {
as desired. K
Using these properties, we can prove the following subject reduction theorem.
Theorem 4.4. If K, T |&M : { and M w* N then K, T |&N : {.
Similarly to *ml, declarations (ranged over by D) of 4ml are defined as lists of
pairs of a typed variable and a term of the form
[x1 : _1=4((t1 :: k1) ) .M1 , ..., xn : _n=4((tn :: kn) ) .Mn]
such that variables are pairwise distinct. We write D[x : _=4((t) ) .M] for the
extension of D with x : _=4((t) ) .M. The typing relation for declarations is given
as follows.
|&< : <
|&D : T [(t :: k)], T |&M : {
|&D[x : \((t :: k) ) .{=4((t :: k) ) .M] : T[x : \((t :: k) ) .{]
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4.2. Coherent Type Reconstruction
In this subsection, we present a coherent reconstruction of a 4ml declaration from
a *ml declaration.
For a 4ml term M, erase(M) is the *ml term obtained from M by erasing all the
type information. Its inductive definition is given below.
erase(cb)=cb
erase((x ({) ))=x
erase(*x : { .M)=*x .erase(M)
erase(M1 M2)=erase(M1) erase(M2)
erase(let x : _=4((t :: k) ) .M1 in M2)=let x=erase(M1) in erase(M2)
The following lemma is crucial in establishing the coherence.
Lemma 4.5. Let T be a type assignment that does not contain any polytypes and
M1 , M2 be terms in normal form. If K1 , T |&M1 : {; K2 , T |&M2 : {; and
erase(M1)#erase(M2) then M1 #M2 .
Proof. Since T does not contain polytype, M1 , M2 are both simply typed
terms. Then the lemma is proved similarly to the corresponding result in [29]. K
The pure calculus 4ml is strongly normalizing. This is seen from the following
observation. For each well-typed term in the pure calculus 4ml we can construct a
well-typed term in System F by replacing each kind with the kind U and unnesting
type abstraction and type applications. Moreover, the constructed System F term
can simulate the reduction of the original term. Then Theorem 4.4 and Lemma 4.5
imply the following.
Corollary 4.6. If T does not contain polytype; K1 , T |&M1 : {; K2 , T |&
M2 : {; and erase(M1)#erase(M2) then M1 w* M2 .
In particular, all the 4ml typings corresponding to a given *ml typing of the form
K, < |&e : { have the same meaning. This means that the translation of a complete
program is guaranteed to be coherent. A naive strategy is therefore to compile a
complete program at once. Unfortunately, this strategy does not support incremen-
tal compilation such as a top-level interactive loop implemented in most of
functional languages, since in this case a unit of compilation is necessarily an open
term containing free variables having a polytype. We solve this problem by regarding a
declaration as a compilation unit. Proposition 3.7 shows that a declaration
d[x=e] has the property that both d and d[x=e] correspond to a closed term.
Then, by regarding declaration as a compilation unit, we achieve coherent type
reconstruction. Corollary 4.6 guarantees that for a declaration d in *ml, all possible
declarations in 4ml corresponding to d have the same meaning. Furthermore, this
does not place any restriction on ML terms, and this allows us to incrementally
compile each element of a declaration. We claim that this is a faithful model for
most ML implementations.
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The above result establishes that in the conventional implementation we can
freely choose any 4ml term corresponding to a given *ml declaration. As an inter-
mediate term for specialization however, we need to choose a ‘‘canonical’’ one. 4ml
terms corresponding to the same *ml declaration differ only in their type annota-
tions, so this amounts to choosing canonical type annotations. The desired property
for canonical type annotation is that they do not contain type variables that are not
‘‘involved’’ in any type in the given typing judgment. As we noted earlier, those type
variables will not be instantiated and therefore the type system cannot determine
specialization information for the terms containing those type variables.
With kind constraints, a type may indirectly involve some type variables other
than its own free type variables. The set of essentially free type variables of { under
K, written EFTV(K, {), is the smallest set satisfying the following conditions.
v FTV({)EFTV(K, {).
v For each t # EFTV(K, {), if (t :: k) # K then FTV(k)EFTV(K, {).
For example, t2 # EFTV([t1 :: [[l : t2]] ], t1). We also define EFTV(K, T)=
[EFTV(K, {) | x : { # T]. We say that a free type variable in a typing derivation
of K, T |&e : { in *ml is vacuous if it does not appear in EFTV(K, T) _
EFTV(K, {).
To eliminate vacuous type variables and to define a desirable canonical type
annotations, we make the following additional assumption on a given kind
structure:
for any kind k there is a type {k such that if K|&k then K |&{k :: k.
We believe that this condition is satisfied by most of kind structures. For example,
if k is the record [[l : {]], we can take {k to be the record type [l : {]. We then have
the following.
Proposition 4.7. If K, T |&e : { then there is some K$ such that dom(K$)=
EFTV(K, T) _ EFTV(K, {), and K$, T |&e : {.
This is an immediate consequence of the above assumption on kinding and
Lemma 3.5. This guarantees that for any typing there is a typing derivation that
does not contain vacuous type variables. Among possible 4ml terms corresponding
to a given *ml declaration, we choose one that does not contain vacuous type
variables.
Using this property, we define an algorithm to transform a derivation of a *ml
declaration to a 4ml declaration as follows.
1. The translation of < is <.
2. The translation for a derivation of d[x=e] is obtained as follows. From
the derivation of d, we inductively obtain a declaration D : T. From a typing
derivation of K, T |&e : {, we obtain a typing K, T |&M : {. Let t1 , ..., tn be the
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set of vacuous type variables kinded with k1 , ..., kn , respectively, and let ki$=
[{k$1 t1 , ..., {k$i&1 t i&1] ki . Then the desired declaration is the following.
D[x : \((t :: [{k$1 t1 , ....{k$n tn] k) ) .{]
=4((t :: [{k$1 t1 , ....{k$n tn] k) ) .[{k$1 t1 , ....{k$n tn] M
In the above algorithm, if a given typing derivation for K, T |&e : { does not
contain a vacuous type variable, then the elimination of vacuous type variables in
M is of course unnecessary. However, this is very unlikely, since all the type
inference algorithms for ML that the author is aware of produce a typing derivation
containing vacuous type variables. Proposition 3.7 and Corollary 4.6 guarantee that
the application of substitution [{k$1 t1 , ....{k$n tn] does not change the meaning of
the term. The resulting 4ml declaration contains no free type variable and is there-
fore suitable for subsequent specialization.
5. EXAMPLES OF SPECIALIZATION AND THEIR ANALYSIS
As we mentioned in the Introduction, we have developed compilation methods
for polymorphic record operations [31] and for size sensitive lambda binding [32].
This section gives simplified accounts of these two methods and analyzes their com-
mon structures. For simplicity of presentation, in the following explanation, we
only show implicitly typed languages.
5.1. Compilation of Polymorphic Record Operations
Here we only consider the following minimal set of terms,
e ::=cb | x | *x .e | e e | let x=e in e | [l=e, ..., l=e] | e } l,
where l stands for a given set of labels. The sets of monotypes and kinds are given
by the syntax
{ ::=b | t | {  { | [l : {, ..., l : {]
k ::=U | [[l : {, ..., l : {]],
where [l1 : {1 , ..., ln : {n] is a labeled record type and [[l1 : {1 , ..., ln : {n]] is a record
kind denoting the set of record types containing the fields l1 : {1 , ..., ln : {n .
The typing rule for polymorphic field selection is given as follows.
(dot)
K, T |&e : {1 K |&{1 :: [[l : {2]]
K, T |&e } l : {2
The following is an example of typing.
[t1 :: U, t2 :: [[l : t1]] ], < |&*x .x } l : t2  t1
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Combining with kinded let polymorphism, this term can be used as a term having
the polymorphic type \(t1 :: U, t2 :: [[l : t1]]) . t2  t1 . The same mechanism can also
be used to represent polymorphic field update and polymorphic variants.
The goal of specializing a polymorphic record calculus is to establish a method
to compile labeled field selection into an indexing operation. To formally define this
process, we define the implementation calculus with vectors and an index operation.
The set of indexes is given by the following syntax,
I ::=n | I,
where n denotes natural numbers (used as index values) and I denotes a set of index
variables. The set of terms of the implementation calculus is given by the syntax
C ::=x | cb | *x .C | C C | [C, ..., C ] | C[I] | let x=C in C | $I .C | C I,
where [C, ..., C] is a vector representation of a labeled record, C[I] is an index
expression, $I .C is an index abstraction, and C I is an index application.
The set of monotypes of the implementation calculus is given by the following
syntax.
{ ::=t | b | {  { | [l : {, ..., l : {] | index(l, {) O {
index(l, {) is an index type denoting the singleton set of the index value corresponding
to l in the record type {, and index(l, {) O { denotes functions that take the index
value denoted by index(l, {) and return a value of type {.
Since index values (values denoted by types of the form index(l, {)) are always
computed statically, we do not treat index(l, {) as a first-class type, but instead,
introduce a different static judgment for index values. An index assignment A is a
function from a finite set of index variables to index types. We write A |&I :
index(l, {) if I is the index value of l in type {. Under the assumption that the fields
in a record type are sorted by labels, this relation is given by the following rules.
A |&i : index(li , [l0 : {0 , ..., li : {i , ..., ln : {n])
A[I : index(l, {)] |&I : index(l, {)
The typing rules (other than the standard rules of 4ml) are given in Fig. 5.
FIG. 5. Some typing rules of the polymorphic record calculus.
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The following theorem is proved in [31].
Theorem 5.1. There is a type-preserving and behavior-preserving translation
algorithm from the source calculus to the implementation calculus.
As an example, the field selection function
[t1 :: U, t2 :: [[l : t1]] ], < |&*x .x } l : t2  t1
is translated to the following typing.
[t1 :: U, t2 :: [[l : t1]] ], <, < |&$I .*x .x[I] : index(l, t2) O t2  t1
When this function is let-bound and used for some instance type, the necessary
index value is computed statically and inserted. This is done by using the informa-
tion encoded in the singleton type index(l, t2). For example, from
let f =*x .x } l in ( f [l=‘‘a’’, m=2], f [a=true, l=‘‘b’’]),
the translator will produce the following code
let f =$I .*x .x[I] in ( f 0[‘‘a’’, 2], f 1[true, ‘‘b’’])
under the assumption that a labeled record is encoded as a vector of values sorted
by labels, and the first entry has index 0.
5.2. Unboxed Semantics for ML Polymorphism
Here we only consider the set of raw terms of Core ML.
As mentioned in the Introduction, a crucial piece of information for unboxed
semantics is the size of values. To implement lambda abstraction (and other size
sensitive operations such as second projection) efficiently, we need to keep track of
those type variables whose size information is needed. To achieve this, we introduce
a constant kind S denoting those types whose size information is needed.
Among the Core ML terms, lambda abstraction, and let expression are those
that require size information when they are compiled into size sensitive efficient
code. This property is represented by the following typing rules.
(abs)
K, T[x : {1] |&e1 : {2 K |&{1 :: S
K, T |&*x .e1 : {1  {2
(let)
K[(t :: k)], T |&e1 : {1 K |&{1 :: S K, T[x : \((t :: k) ) .{1] |&e2 : {2
K, T |&let x=e1 in e2 : {2
Other typing rules are standard.
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For example, under this type system, the identity function *x .x is given the
following typing.
[t :: S], < |&*x .x : t  t
The idea of specializing a boxed polymorphic operation is to decompose it into
a pair of an unboxed operation and a size information. If I denotes the size of x,
then generic lambda abstraction *x .e can be translated to *Ix .e where *I is
lambda abstraction specialized to size I. Different from generic lambda abstrac-
tion, this operation is implemented without requiring run-time objects to be boxed.
The syntax for terms denoting sizes (ranged over by I) is the same as those for
index values in the record calculus. The set of terms of the unboxed calculus is
given by the syntax.
C ::=x | cb | *Ix .C | C C | letI x=C in C | $I .C | C I
The set of monotypes is given by the following syntax.
{ ::=t | b | {  { | size({) O {
size({) is a size type denoting the singleton set of the size of values of type {, and
size({) O { denotes functions that take the size denoted by size({) and return value
of type {. We assume that the size of values of type { is determined by the outmost
type constructor of { if { is not a type variable.
A size type assignment A is a function from a finite set of size variables to size
types. We write A |&I : size({) if I denotes the size of type {. This relation is given
by the following rules.
A |&n : size({) { is not a type variable and its size is n
A[I : size({)] |&I : size({)
Some of the typing rules are given in Fig. 6.
The following theorem is proved in [32].
FIG. 6 Some typing rules of the unboxed calculus.
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Theorem 5.2. There is a type-preserving translation algorithm from the source
calculus to the implementation calculus.
As an example, the identity function
[t :: S], < |&*x .x : t  t
is translated to the following typing.
[t :: S], <, < |&$I .*Ix .x : size(t) O t  t
When this function is let-bound and used for some instance type { for t, the
necessary size value is computed statically from the singleton type size({) and a size
application is inserted. For example, from
let f =*x .x in ( f 3, f 3.14)
the translator will produce the following code,
let f =$I .*Ix .x in( f 1 3, f 2 3.14),
where we assume that the size of a natural number is 1 and that of a floating point
number is 2.
5.3. Analysis of Specializations
From these analyses, we observe the following common structure in type-directed
specialization of polymorphism.
v A polymorphic primitive is decomposed into a low-level generic operation
and a type attribute that is required for executing the operation on the type.
v Kinding information determines what sort of type attributes are required for
specialization. For example, if the source program has a typing of the form
[t :: k?], < |&e : {
for some kind k? associated with a polymorphic operation ?, then the type system
determines that e performs operation ? on values having type t1 and translates this
typing to the following typing by introducing an auxiliary variable I as follows,
[t :: k?], [I : Pk?(t)], < |&Ce : {,
where Pk?(t) is the type attribute needed to specialize the operation ? for the
type t.
v Polymorphism is recovered by introducing an abstraction mechanism over
attributes that must be specialized. For example, when the above term is let-bound,
it is used as the following polymorphic function.
<, <, < |&$I .Ce : \t :: k? .Pk?(t) O {
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v The type system computes necessary attribute values statically by treating a
static computation of an attribute value itself as a type denoting the singleton set
of the result of static computation. In the above example, if t is instantiated to {0 ,
then the type of the function becomes Pk?({0) O [{0 t] {, where Pk?({0) is a
singleton type denoting the attribute of type {0 , and the type system can statically
compute the value needed to specialize ? from the type Pk?({0).
By developing a typed implementation language supporting these features, and a
type preserving translation scheme from the source language to the implementation
language, it should be possible to apply the type-directed specialization exploited in
the above two examples to a wide range of polymorphic primitives.
The type-directed specialization analyzed above is related to intensional
polymorphism by Harper and Morrisett [13], which also exploits type information.
Their framework is based on run-time type analysis, and therefore, as a type
system, it is more general and can express various nonparametric operations easily.
However, it does not fully address the issue of specialization of polymorphism. For
example, if a type is passed at run-time and the run-time system performs type
analysis, then the run-time system can certainly compute the index value of a label
in a labeled record type, but this mechanism alone does not directly produce
efficient code, and some optimization must also be incorporated for producing
efficient code. Of course, one can expect that most of the static computation could
somehow be carried out at compile time or perhaps at link time. However, in-
corporating those optimizations in an ad hoc manner is far from trivial. As
summarized above, one distinguishing feature of our type-directed specialization is
to provide a type-theoretical basis for statically computing those attributes of a type
that are relevant for efficient execution and for passing only those relevant values
at run-time.
The methods for compiling overloading such as [33] also use a mechanism
similar to one developed for record polymorphism [30, 31]. In these systems, the
compiler passes an appropriate monomorphic version of functions determined by
the static type information. However, again, they do not fully address the issue of
specialization of polymorphism into efficient code.
In revising this article, the author noticed that Crary, Weirich, and Morriset [7]
later proposed a type system for type-passing semantics, which contains the
mechanisms similar to those developed in the present article and in [30, 31].
6. A FRAMEWORK FOR TYPE-DIRECTED SPECIALIZATION
Based on the observations in the previous section, we develop a framework for
type-directed specialization.
6.1. The Source Language
The source language is the explicitly typed kinded language 4ml extended with
data structures and polymorphic operations. We assume that there is a given set of
data constructors (ranged over by f ) with the associated type constructors (ranged
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over by F.) We also extend 4ml with polymorphic term constructors (ranged over
by ?). To define a typing rule for ?, we introduce the following notation. Let
T[X1 , ..., Xn] (K[X1 , ..., Xn]) be a closed monotype (a closed atomic kind)
possibly containing special unknown symbols X1 , ..., Xn , and write T[{1 , ..., {n]
(K[{1 , ..., {n]) for the type (kind) obtained from T[X1 , ..., Xn] (K[X1 , ..., Xn])
by substituting each {i for Xi . We assume that for each polymorphic term con-
structor there are associated type expressions T 1?[X1 , ..., Xn], T
2
?[X1 , ..., Xn],
T 3?[X1 , ..., Xn], and a kind expression K?[X1 , ..., Xn]. Using these notations, the
source language is extended with the following typing rules for each data constructor
f and polymorphic construct ?.
(data)
K, T |&Mi : {i (1in)
K, T |&f (M1 , ..., Mn) : F({1 , ..., {n)
(?)
K, T |&M : T 1?[{1 , ..., {n] K |&T
2
?[{1 , ..., {n] :: K?[{1 , ..., {n]
K, T |&?(M, T 2?[{1 , ..., {n], K?[{1 , ..., {n]) : T
3
?[{1 , ..., {n]
The rule (data) is for a constructor that does not require any kind constraints.
A data constructor that requires kind constraint and subsequent specialization such
as polymorphic variant is modeled by the rule (?). In the rule (?), the term in the
conclusion is annotated so that it encodes the derivation in the term. This is only
needed to define a specialization algorithm as an algorithm to transform an 4ml
term to an 4impl term, so we omit the type annotation in ? constructor until we
describe a specialization algorithm.
We believe that this form of rule scheme is general enough to represent most
polymorphic operations. As an example, the typing rule for polymorphic field selection
is obtained by letting T 1? [{1 , {2]={1 , T
2
?[{1 , {2]={1 , T
3
?[{1 , {2]={2 , K?[{1 , {2]
=[[l : {2]], and ?(M)=M } l. The typing rule for unboxed abstraction can also be
regarded as a special case of this rule by considering it to be a combination of
generating an intermediate abstraction (x : {) .M of some special type abs({, {$)
which can only be used as an argument to the polymorphic operator with the
typing rule specified as T 1?[{1 , {2]=abs({1 , {2), T
2
?[{1 , {2]={1 , T
3
?[{1 , {2]=
{1  {2 , K?[{1 , {2]=S, and ?((x : {1) .M)=*x : {1 .M.
6.2. The Implementation Language: 4impl
As explained earlier, a polymorphic primitive ?(M) is compiled to a low-level
generic operation C? and an attribute value that determines the behavior of C?
according to the type of the argument. Furthermore, this attribute value is com-
puted statically from the type of the argument. To represent such an operation, we
assume that for each atomic kind K?[{1 , ..., {n] introduced for a primitive opera-
tion ?, there is an associated type attribute PK?[{1 , ..., {n] such that for any type { of
kind K?[{1 , ..., {n], PK?[{1 , ..., {n]({) denotes the unique attribute value of type {. We
further assume that if { is not a type variable then PK?[{1 , ..., {n]({) denotes a unique
constant value determined by the topmost type constructor of {. The rationale of
this restriction is to limit computation of type attribute at compile time so that
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polymorphic specialization can be realized by passing constant values at run-time.
Without this restriction, some mechanism to create and pass partially computed
attributes will be needed. We write |PK?[{1 , ..., {n]({)| for the unique value denoted by
PK?[{1 , ..., {n]({). If M has type { and c=|PK?[{1 , ..., {n]({)|, then the polymorphic con-
struct ?(M) is compiled to C?(CM , c), where CM is the compiled term of M. For
example, for the filed selection, we can take P[[l : {1]]({)=index(l, {) and
C?(CM , I)=CM[I] where I is a value of the type attribute index(l, {). For the
unboxed abstraction, we can take PS({)=size({) and C?(CM , I)=*ICM where I
is a value of the type attribute size({). We shall formalize this representation as a
typing rule of 4impl below. A key feature of the implementation language is to treat
a type attribute of the form PK?[{1 , ..., {n]({) as a type denoting the singleton set of the
attribute value itself and to introduce an abstraction mechanism over attributes. We
call those types attribute types and use : for a meta-variable ranging over attribute
types.
We introduce a set of attribute variables (ranged over by I ). The set of attribute
terms (ranged over by a) is given by the following syntax.
a ::=c | I
The set of terms of 4impl is given by the following syntax.
C ::=cb | (x({)(a) ) | *x : { .C | C C | f (C, ..., C) | C?(C, a)
| let x : _=4((t :: k) ) . ((I : :) ) .C in C
(x({)(a) ) is a variable with type instantiation and attribute application. In
let x : _=4((t :: k) ) . ((I : :) ) .C1 in C2 , type variables (t) and attribute variables
(I) in C1 are abstracted. We write [a1 I1 , ..., am Im] C for the term obtained from
C by substituting ai for I i . Term substitution is refined to the operator that
integrates type instantiation and attribute substitution. We write [(t1 , ..., tn) .
(I1 , ..., Im) .Cx] C$ for the term obtained from C$ by substituting [a1 I1 , ..., am Im]
([{1 t1 , ..., {n tn] C ) for each occurrence of the form (x {1 } } } {n a1 } } } am). Its formal
definition is obtained by extending the following clauses inductively to other term
constructors.
[(t1 , ..., tn) . (I1 , ..., Im) .Cx](x{1 } } } {n a1 } } } am)
=[a1 I1 , ..., am Im]([{1t1 , ..., {n tn] C)
[(t1 , ..., tn) . (I1 , ..., Im) .Cx]( y {1 } } } {m a1 } } } al )
=( y {1 } } } {m a1 } } } a l )
If n=0 and m=0 then we simply write [Cx] C$ instead of writing
[( ) . ( ) .Cx] C$.
The reduction axioms (other than those of C?) are as follows.
(;) (*x : { .C ) C$ O [C$x] C
(let) let x : _=4((t :: k) ) . ((I : :) ) .C in C$ O [((t) ) . ((I) ) .Cx] C$
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The reduction relation of 4impl is defined as usual.
An attribute type assignment (ranged over by A) is a mapping from a finite set
of attribute variables to attribute types. We write
A |&a : :
when attribute value a has attribute type : under A. This is defined by the following
rules.
(const) A |&c : PK?[{1 , ..., {n]({) if { is not a type variable
and |PK?[{1 , ..., {n]({)|=c
(avar) A[I : :] |&I : :
The sets of monotypes and polytypes are given by the following syntax.
{ ::=t | b | {  { | F({, ..., {)
_ ::=\((t :: k) ) . ((:) ) O {
Note that polymorphic type abstraction and attribute abstraction are integrated in
the definition of polytypes. If both (t :: k) and (:) in \((t :: k) ) . ((:) ) O { are
empty then the polytype is identified with {.
An attribute type assignment A is well formed under kind assignment K,
denoted by K |&A, if FTV(A)dom(K). The type system of 4impl is defined as
a proof system to derive the following form of judgments.
K, A, T |&C : {
The set of typing rules is given in Fig. 7.
For this language, the following three substitution lemmas hold.
Lemma 6.1. If K[t0 :: k0] K$, A, T |&C : { and K |&{0 :: k0 then K([{0t0] K$),
[{0 t0] A, [{0t0] T |&[{0 t0] C : [{0t0] {.
Proof. By induction on C. Here we only show the cases for variables,
polymorphic operations, and let expressions.
Case (x {1 } } } {n a1 } } } am). Suppose
K[t0 :: k0] K$, A, T[x : \(t1 :: k1 , ..., tn :: kn) . (:1 , ..., :m) O {$]
|&(x {1 } } } {n a1 } } } am) : {.
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FIG. 7. The type system of the implementation language 4impl.
Then we must have
K[t0 :: k0] K$ |&{i :: [{1 t1 , ..., {i&1ti&1] ki ,
K[t0 :: k0] K$ |&T[x : \(t1 :: k1 , ..., tn :: kn) . (:1 , ..., :m) O {$],
K[t0 :: k0] K$ |&A,
A |&ai : [{1 t1 , ..., {ntn](:i), and
{=[{1 t1 , ..., {n tn] {$.
By the assumption of kinding and the bound type variable convention, we have
K([{0t0] K$) |&[{0 t0] {i :: [[{0 t0] {1 t1 , ..., [{0 t0] {i&1 ti&1]([{0 t0] ki).
By the definition of well-formedness of types and the bound type variable conven-
tion, we have
K([{0t0] K$)
|&([{0 t0] T)[x : \(t1 :: [{0 t0] k1 , ..., tn :: [{0 t0] kn) . ([{0 t0] :1 , ..., [{0 t0] :m)
O ([{0t0] {0)].
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By the definition of well-formedness of types, the bound type variable convention,
and the definition of attribute judgments, we have
K([{0 t0] K$) |&[{0 t0] A
[{0 t0] A |&ai : [[{0 t0] {1 t1 , ..., [{0 t0] {ntn]([{0t0] :i).
Then by the rule (var) we have
K([{0t0] K$), [{0 t0] A, [{0 t0] (T[x : \(t1 :: k1 , ..., tn :: kn) . (:1 , ..., :m) O {$])
|&(x [{0t0] {1 } } } [{0t0] {n a1 } } } am) : [[{0t0] {1 t1 , ..., [{0t0] {ntn]([{0t0] {$)
as desired.
Case C?(C, a). Suppose K[t0 :: k0] K$, A, T |&C?(C, a) : T 3?[{1 , ..., {n]. Then
we must have
K[t0 :: k0] K$, A, T |&C : T 1?[{1 , ..., {n],
K[t0 :: k0] K$ |&T 2?[{1 , ..., {n] :: K?[{1 , ..., {n], and
A |&a : PK?[{1 , ..., {n](T
2
?[{1 , ..., {n]).
By the induction hypothesis,
K([{0t0] K$), [{0 t0] A, [{0 t0] T |&[{0 t0] C : T 1?[[{0 t0] {1 , ..., [{0t0] {n].
Since T2 , K? does not contain type variables, by the assumption on kindings,
K([{0t0] K$) |&T 2?[[{0 t0] {1 , ..., [{0 t0] {n] :: K?[[{0 t0] {1 , ..., [{0 t0] {n].
Since an attribute value is determined by the topmost type constructor, by the
definition of attribute typings,
[{0 t0] A |&a : PK?[[{0 t0] {1 , ..., [{0 t0] {n](T
2
?[[{0 t0] {1 , ..., [{0 t0] {n]).
Since the rule (C?) is a rule schema, all the rule instances obtained by substituting
{0 for t0 are also valid inference rules. We therefore have the following.
K([{0 t0] K$), [{0 t0] A, [{0 t0] T
|&C?([{0 t0] C, a) : T 3?[[{0t0] {1 , ..., [{0 t0] {n]
Case for let expressions. Suppose
K[t0 :: k0] K$, A, T |&let x : \((t :: k) ) . ((:) )
O {1=4((t :: k) ) . ((I : :) ) .C1 in C2 : {2 .
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We must have the following.
K[t0 :: k0] K$[(t :: k)], A[(I : :)], T |&C1 : {1
K[t0 :: k0] K$, A, T[x : \((t :: k) ) . ((:) ) O {1] |&C2 : {2
By the induction hypotheses,
K([{0t0] K$)[(t :: [{0t0] k)], [{0 t0] A[(I : [{0t0] :)], [{0 t0] T
|&[{0 t0] C1 : [{0 t0] {1
K([{0t0] K$), [{0 t0] A,
[{0 t0] T[x : \((t :: [{0 t0] k) ) . (([{0 t0] :) ) O [{0 t0] {1]
|&[{0 t0] C2 : [{0 t0] {2
By the rule (let), we have
K([{0t0] K$), [{0 t0] A, [{0 t0] T
|&let x : \((t :: [{0 t0] k) ) . (([{0 t0] :) ) O [{0 t0] {1
=4((t :: [{0t0] k) ) . ((I : [{0 t0] :) ) .[{0 t0] C1
in [{0t0] C2
: [{0 t0] {2 . K
Lemma 6.2. If K, A[(I0 : :0)], T |&C : { and A |&(a0) : (:0) then K, A, T
|&[(a0 I0)] C : {.
Proof. By induction on C. The only interesting cases are C? and the let expression.
Other cases follow directly from the induction hypotheses.
Case C?(C, a). Suppose K, A[(I0 : :0)], T |&C?(C, a) : T 3?[{1 , ..., {n]. Then
we must have
K, A[(I0 : :0)], T |&C : T 1?[{1 , ..., {n],
K |&T 2?[{1 , ..., {n] :: K?[{1 , ..., {n], and
A[(I0 : :0)] |&a : PK?[{1 , ..., {n](T
2
?[{1 , ..., {n]).
By the induction hypothesis, K, A, T |&[(a0 I0)] C : T 1?[{1 , ..., {n]. If a is
not among (I0), then by definition of attribute typing, A |&a : PK?[{1 , ..., {n]
(T 2?[{1 , ..., {n]). If a is Ii # (I0) , then :i=PK?[{1 , ..., {n](T
2
?[{1 , ..., {n]) and therefore
A |&[(a0 I0)] a : PK?[{1 , ..., {n](T
2
?[{1 , ..., {n]). In either case, by the rule (C?) we
have K, A, T |&[(a0I0)](C?(C, a)) : T 3?[{1 , ..., {n].
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Case for let expression. Suppose
K, A[(I0 : :0)], T |&let x : \((t :: k) ) . ((:) ) O {1
=4((t :: k) ) . ((I : :) ) .C1 in C2 : {2 .
By the bound variable convention for bound attribute variables, we can assume
that (I) & (I0) =<. By the typing rule, we must have K[(t :: k)], A[(I0 : :0)]
[(I : :)], T |&C1 : {1 and K, A[(I0 : :0)], T[x : \((t :: k) ) . ((:) ) O {1] |&
C2 : {2 . By the induction hypothesis, K[(t :: k)], A[(I : :)], T |&
[(a0 I0)] C1 : {1 , and K, A, T[x : \((t :: k) ) . ((:) ) O {1] |&[(a0I0)] C2 : {2 .
By the rule (let), we have
K, A, T |&let x : \((t :: k) ).((:) ) O {1
=4((t :: k) ) . ((I : :) ) .[(a0 I0)] C1 in [(a0 I0)] C2 : {2 . K
Lemma 6.3. If K[(t0 :: k0)], A[(I0 : :0)], T |&C2 : {0 , and K, A, T[x :
\((t0 :: k0) ) . ((:0) ) O {0] |&C1 : {, then K, A, T |&[((t0) ) . ((I0) ) .C2x] C1 : {.
Proof. By induction on C1 . We only show the cases for variables and let expressions.
Other cases can easily be shown using the corresponding induction hypothesis.
Case ( y {1 } } } {n a1 } } } am). If x{y, then the result follows by the free variable
lemma (Lemma 3.2) for this language. Let x= y and suppose
K, A, T[x : \(t10 :: k
1
0 , ..., t
n
0 :: k
n
0) . (:
1
0 , ..., :
m
0 ) O {0]
|&(x {1 } } } {n a1 } } } am) : [{1 t10 , ..., {n t
n
0] {0 .
Let Si=[{1t10 , ..., {i t
i
0]. By the type system, we must have K |&{i : S i&1(k
i
0) for
(1in). By the bound type variable convention, we can assume that no t i0 is free
in {j (1i, jn). By the type system, no t i0 is free in T and A. Using these proper-
ties and Lemma 6.1, we can show the following by induction on i.
K[t i0 :: Si&1(k
i
0), ..., t
n
0 :: S i&1(k
n
0)], A[(I0 : Si&1(:0))], T |&Si&1(C2) : Si&1({0)
In particular, we have
K, A[(I0 : Sn(:0))], T |&Sn(C2) : Sn({0).
By the type system, we must have A |&ai : Sn(: i0) for each 1im. Then by
Lemma 6.2, we have
K, A, T |&[a1 I 10 , ..., am I
m
0 ](Sn(C2)) : Sn({0).
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But since
[a1 I 10 , ..., amI
m
0 ](Sn(C2))=[(t
1
0 , ..., t
n
0) . (I
1
0 , ..., I
m
0 ) .C2 x] C1
this proves the case for variables.
Case for let expressions. Suppose
K, A, T[x : \((t0 :: k0) ) . ((:0) ) O {0]
|&let y : \((t1 :: k1) ) . ((:1) ) O {1=4((t1 :: k1) ) . ((I1 : :1) ) .C 11 in C
2
1 : {.
We must have
K[(t1 :: k1)], A[(I1 : :1)], T[x : \((t0 :: k0) ) . ((:0) ) O {0] |&C 11 : {1
and
K, A, T[x : \((t0 :: k0) ) . ((:0) ) O {0][ y : \((t1 :: k1) ) . ((:1) ) O {1] |&C 21 : {.
It is easily checked that the following weakening lemma for attribute assignment
holds: if K, A, T |&C : {, dom(A) & dom(A$)=<, and K |&A$ then K, AA$, T
|&C : {. By the weakening lemma for kind environment (Lemma 3.4 for this
language),
K[(t1 :: k1)][(t0 :: k0)], A[(I1 : :1)][(I0 : :0)], T |&C2 : {0 .
By the induction hypothesis,
K[(t1 :: k1)], A[(I1 : :1)], T |&[((t0) ) . ((I0) ) .C2 x] C 11 : {1 .
By the bound variable convention, we can assume that x{y. By the weakening
lemma for type assignment (Lemma 3.2 for this language),
K[(t0 :: k0)], A[(I0 : :0)], T[ y : \((t1 :: k1) ) . ((:1) ) O {1] |&C2 : {0 .
Then by the induction hypothesis, we have
K, A, T[ y : \((t1 :: k1) ) . ((:1) ) O {1] |&[((t0) ) . ((I0) ) .C2 x] C 21 : {.
Then by the rule (let) we have
K, A, T |&let y : \((t1 :: k1) ) . ((:1) ) O {1
=[((t0) ) . ((I0) ) .C2 x] C 11 in [((t0) ) . ((I0) ) .C2 x] C
2
1 : {
as desired. K
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Using these lemmas, we can show the subject reduction theorem by assuming the
additional axioms for C? preserve typings.
6.3. Type-Directed Specialization Algorithm
We now present type-directed specialization of polymorphism as an algorithm to
transform 4ml typings into 4impl typings. The key idea is to combine the transfor-
mation of the 4ml typing
(?)
K, T |&M : T 1?[{1 , ..., {n] K |&T
2
?[{1 , ..., {n] :: K?[{1 , ..., {n]
K, T |&?(M, T 2?[{1 , ..., {n], K?[{1 , ..., {n]) : T
3
?[{1 , ..., {n]
to the 4impl typing
C?
K, A, T |&C : T 1?[{1 , ..., {n]
K |&T 2?[{1 , ..., {n] :: K?[{1 , ..., {n]
A |&a : PK?[{1 , ..., {n](T
2
?[{1 , ..., {n])
K, A, T |&C?(C, a) : T 3?[{1 , ..., {n]
with appropriate type abstraction and attribute abstraction for polymorphic let
expressions.
We first define the type translation. Let _=\(t1 :: k1 , ..., tn :: kn) .{ be a polytype
of 4ml. In general each kind k i is a conjunction of atomic kinds k1i , ..., k
l
i . We say
that t :: k is an atomic kinding if k is an atomic kind, and we say that an atomic
kinding t$ :: k$ is in [t1 :: k1 , ..., tn :: kn] if there is some ti :: ki such that t$=ti and
k$ is one of the conjuncts of k i . For example, if K=[..., t :: [[l1 : t1 , l2 : t2 ]], ...]
then the atomic kinding t :: [[l1 : t1]] is in K. Let [t$1 :: k$1 , ..., t$m :: k$m ] be the set of
all atomic kindings in [t1 :: k1 , ..., tn :: kn]. The type (_)* of 4impl corresponding to
_ is defined as
(_)*=\(t1 :: k1 , ..., tn :: kn) . (Pk$1(t$1 ), ..., Pk$m(t$m )) O {.
We extend this relation to type assignments. For a type assignment T of 4ml, (T)*
is the type assignment of 4impl such that dom((T)*)=dom(T) and (T)* (x)=
(T(x))* for all x # dom(T).
Let (t :: k) be the set of all atomic kindings in a kind assignment K. We define
the attribute type assignment AK induced by K as
AK=[(I : Pk(t))],
where (I) is a set of fresh attribute variables.
Using these notations, the compilation algorithm is given in Fig. 8 as an algo-
rithm C that takes a triple (AK , (T)*, M) and computes a term of the implementation
language. Since AK has the property that it has an element I : Pk(t) for each atomic
kinding t :: k in K, each attribute value a mentioned in the algorithm is uniquely
determined, and therefore C is a deterministic algorithm.
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FIG. 8. The compilation algoritm from 4ml to 4impl.
This algorithm preserves typings in the following sense.
Theorem 6.4. If K, T |&M : { is a typing in 4ml and C(AK , (T)*, M)=C then
K, AK , (T)* |&C : { is a typing in 4impl.
Proof. By induction on the structure of M using the following property: if
K |&T then K |&(T)* and K |&AK . The case for atomic constants is trivial.
Cases for abstraction and application follows from the induction hypothesis.
Case (x {1 } } } {n). Suppose K, T[x : \(t1 :: k1 , ..., tn :: kn) .{0] |&(x {1 } } } {n) : {.
Then K |&{i :: [{1 t1 , ..., {i&1 ti&1] ki (1in) and {=[{1 t1 , ..., {n tn] {0 . Let
ai , :i be the type attributes and the attribute types mentioned in the algorithm,
respectively. Since K |&{i , K |&:i$ for each 1in. If :i is of the form Pk(t) for
some type variable, then t # dom(K). By the definition of AK , there must be some
I such that (I : Pk(t)) # AK , and ai=I. If :i is of the form Pk({) for some type that
is not a type variable, then by our assumption on type attributes, there is a unique
c such that |Pk({)|=c, and ai=c. In either case, we have AK |&ai : :i . Then by the
rule (var), we have
K, AK , (T[x : \(t1 :: k1 , ..., tn :: kn) .{0])* |&(x {1 } } } {n a1 } } } am) : {.
Case ?(M, {, k?). Suppose K, T |&?(M, {, k?) : {$. Then there must be some {0
such that K, T |&M : {0 and K |&{ :: k? . Let C1 be the term mentioned in the
algorithm. By the induction hypothesis, K, AK , (T)* |&C1 : {0 . Let a be the
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attribute mentioned in the algorithm. By the relationship between the rule (?) in
4ml and the rule (C?) in 4impl, it is sufficient to show that AK |&a : Pk?({). By
definition of AK , if { is a type variable t, then AK contains an entry I : Pk?({). If
{ is not a type variable, then there is some constant c such that |Pk?({)|=c. In
either case, AK |&a : Pk?({).
Case let x : \((t :: k) ) .{1=4((t :: k) ) .M1 in M2 . Suppose
K, A, T |&let x : \((t :: k) ) .{1=4((t :: k) ) .M1 in M2 : {.
Then we must have K[(t :: k)], A, T |&M1 : {1 ; K, A, T[x : \((t :: k) ) .{1] |&
M2 : {; and (t) & FTV(T)=<. By the definition of (\((t :: k) ) .{1 )*, the set of
attribute types :1 , ..., :m mentioned in the algorithm satisfies the following.
[:1 , ..., :m]=[Pk$(t$) | t$ :: k$ is an atomic kinding in (t :: k)]
Therefore, by the definition of AK , AK[(t :: k)]=AK[I1 : :1 , ..., Im : :m]. Then by
the induction hypothesis, we have
K[(t :: k)], AK[I1 : :1 , ..., Im : :m], (T)* |&C1 : {1 .
Since (T[x : \((t :: k) ) . {1])* = (T)* [x : \((t :: k) ) . (:1 , ..., :m) O {1], by the
induction hypothesis we have
K, AK , (T)* [x : \((t :: k) ) . (:1 , ..., :m) O {1] |&C2 : {.
By the rule (let) we have
K, AK , (T)* |&let x : \((t :: k) ) . (:1 , ..., :m) O {1
=4((t :: k) ) . (I1 : :1 , ..., Im : :m) .C1 in C2 : {
as desired. K
6.4. Operational Semantics and Implementation Strategies
4impl is a model for a language that can be implemented efficiently without
computing attributes of types at run-time. The evaluation model of 4impl is therefore
the language obtained by erasing all the type annotation from 4impl, which we call
*impl. The set of terms of *impl is given by the following syntax,
e ::=cb | (x a1 } } } am) | *x .e | e e | f (e, ..., e) | ?(e, a) | let x=4(I1 , ..., Im) .e in e,
where we erase type information but not specialization information. The type
system for *impl is given in Fig. 9, which is essentially the same as that of 4impl.
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FIG. 9. The type system of *impl.
We need to give an operational semantics that serves as an abstract description
of an actual implementation. The challenge here is to develop a proper mechanism
for evaluating specialization abstraction of the form 4(I1 , ..., Im) .e. Since special-
ization abstraction is inserted by the type system to achieve efficient evaluation
of a polymorphic function, this construct should be transparent and should not
block the evaluation of e. Wright [40] proposed value-only polymorphism, where
polymorphism is restricted to syntactic values. If we adopt this strategy, then a
specialization abstraction can be implemented as an ordinary closure. While this
strategy significantly simplifies implementation of *impl, we would like to avoid an
unnecessary restriction as a part of the language definition. In this subsection, we
develop an operational semantics for specialization abstraction that achieves the
desired behavior mentioned above without placing the value-only restriction on
polymorphism.
The operational semantics that is the closest to programming language
implementation is perhaps natural semantics [18], where evaluation is defined by
all evaluation relations of the form
E |&e - v
denoting the fact that the term e evaluates to value v under run-time environment
E, which is a mapping from variables to values. In this setting, a value is one of a
constant, a data structure, or a closure. Since a closure delays the computation
inside of the abstraction, in addition to closures, we need a new run-time data
structure denoted by a term of the form 4((I) ) .e1 . A naive approach is to
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introduce values of the form 4((I) ) .v, whose operational meaning is given by sub-
stituting attribute values for attribute variables I, i.e., if x denotes 4((I) ) .v, then
attribute application (x (a) ) evaluates to a value obtained by substituting (a) for
attribute variables (I) in v. This requires a substitution to be applied to expres-
sions in a closure. In an actual implementation this corresponds to changing code
at run-time and is unrealistic in most run-time systems. To develop a practical
evaluation model, we need to introduce a run-time data structure representing
attribute variable binding.
We assume that there is a countable set of dynamic attribute variables ranged
over by p. A dynamic attribute value, ranged over by #, is either a dynamic attribute
variable p or an attribute constant c. Let A be a run-time attribute environment
which is a mapping from run-time attribute variables to run-time attribute values,
and let E be a runtime value environment which is a mapping from variables to
values. The set of values of *impl is given by the following grammar.
v ::=cb | cls(A, E, *x .e) | 4((p) ) .v | f (v, ..., v) | [?(v, #)] | wrong
cls(A, E, *x .e) is a function closure. 4((p) ) .v is attribute abstraction. (p) in
4((p) ) .v are bound dynamic attribute variables, on which we assume the usual
bound variable convention. If (p) is empty then 4((p) ) .v is identified with v.
f (v, ..., v) is a value for data structure. [?(v, #)] denotes the result of the
polymorphic operation ? on (v, #), which may be wrong except when it is well
typed by the value typing defined below; in such a case it produces a value of the
same type. wrong denotes run-time type error.
An attribute substitution is a mapping from a finite subset of dynamic attribute
variables to dynamic attribute values. We write [#1p1 , ..., #n pn] for the attribute
substitution that maps pi to #i . The effect of applying an attribute substitution S to
values is defined inductively as follows.
S( p)={ pS( p)
if p  dom(S)
if p # dom(S)
S(cb)=cb
S(cls(A, E, *x .e))=cls([I : S(#) | (I : #) # A], [x :S(v) | (x : v) # E], *x .e)
S(4((p) ) .v)=4(( p) ) .S(v)
S( f (v1 , ..., vn))=f (S(v1), ..., S(vn))
S([?(v, #)])=[?(S(v), S(#))]
The case of [?(v, #)] deserves some explanation. If the language does not contain
a polymorphic data constructor that requires specialization, then it is always the
case that # in [?(v, #)] is a constant attribute and [?(v, #)] is a value of one of the
other forms possibly involving some part of v, and therefore this case is vacuous.
However, if the language contains a polymorphic constructor such as polymorphic
variants, then the run-time system needs to build a data structure containing
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FIG. 10. Evaluation rules of *impl.
dynamic attribute variables, which should be substituted at the time of specialization.
The above case models this situation.
Using this mechanism, we define the operational semantics by the following two
form of evaluation relations:
A, E |&e - v term e is evaluated to v under A and E, and
A |&a - # static attribute a is evaluated to runtime attribute # under A.
The sets of rules that determine these two relations are given in Fig. 10. These sets
of rules should be taken with the following implicit rules yielding wrong: if the
evaluation of any of its component specified in the rule yields wrong or does not
satisfy the condition of the rule then the entire term yields wrong.
To establish the soundness of typing, we define typing of dynamic values. Since
our operational semantics involves manipulation of dynamic attribute variables,
which act as a form of pointers (without dynamic creation or mutation), we need
to set up value typing analogous to those involving pointers and stores. Here we
adopt Leroy’s approach [19]. The technique of defining typing of a closure using
static typing judgment given below is due to Tofte [38].
Let P be a dynamic attribute type assignment, which maps dynamic attribute
variables to attribute types. Value typing is defined by the following form of
judgments:
K, P<v : _ value v has type _ under K and P, and
P<# : : dynamic attribute # has attribute : under P.
The set of rules to determine typing of run-time values is given below.
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v P<p : P( p)
v P<c : : if c=|:|
v K, P<cb : b
v K, P<cls(A, E, *x .e) : {1  {2
if there are some A, T such that P<A : A; K, P<E : T, and K, A, T |&*x .e :
{1  {2
v K, P<[?(v, #)] : T 3?[{1 , ..., {n]
if K, P<v : T 1?[{1 , ..., {n] and P<# : PK?[{1 , ..., {n](T
2
?[{1 , ..., {n]).
v K, P<4( p1 , ..., pn) .v : (:1 , ..., :n) O { if K, P[ p1 : :1 , ..., pn : :n]<v : {.
v K, P<v : \((t :: k) ) .{ if K[(t :: k)], P<v : {
The typing relation for A and E are given below.
v P<A : A if dom(A)=dom(A) and for each I # dom(A), P<A(I ) : A(I ).
v K, P<E : T if dom(E)=dom(T) and for each x # dom(A), K, P<E(x) :
T(x).
Note that these mutually recursive definitions are well-founded ones inductively
defined on the structure of v.
To show the soundness of type system for *impl, we need substitution lemmas for
attribute variables. The following holds by definition of attribute typings.
Lemma 6.5. If P[ p1 : :1 , ..., pn : :n]<#0 : :0 , and P<#i : :i (1in), then
P<[#1 p1 , ..., #npn] #0 : :0 .
Lemma 6.6. If K, P[(p0 : :0)]<v : _, and P<# : : for each (# : :) #
(#0 : :0) , then K, P<[(#0 p0)] v : _.
Proof. By the definition of value typing for polytypes, it is sufficient to show the
lemma for all the monotypes. Suppose K, P[(p0 : :0)]<v : {. The proof is by
induction on the structure of v. The case for constants is trivial. The case for data
constructors follows from the induction hypotheses.
Case cls(A , E , *x . e). Suppose K, P[( p0 : :0)] < cls(A , E , *x . e) : {1  {2 .
Then there are some A, T such that P[( p0 : :0)]<A : A; K, P[( p0 : :0)]<
E : T; and K, A, T |&*x .e : {1  {2 . By Lemma 6.5, P<[(#0 p0)] A : A. By
the induction hypothesis, for each x # dom(E), K, P< [(#0p0)] E(x) : T(x),
and therefore K, P<[(#0 p0)] E : T. Thus we have K, P< [(#0 p0)]
(cls(A, E, *x .e)) : {1  {2 .
Case 4(( p1) ).v. Suppose K, P[( p0 : :0)]<4(( p1) ) .v : ((:1) ) O {1 . Then
K, P[( p0 : :0)][( p1 : :1)]<v : {1 . By the bound attribute variable assumption,
we can assume that ( p0) & ( p1) =<. By the induction hypothesis, K[(t :: k)],
P[( p1 : :1)]<[(#0 p0)] v : {1 . Then by the typing rules, we have K, P<
[(#0 p0)] v: ((:1) ) O {.
Case [?(v1 , #1)]. Suppose K, P[( p0 : :0)]<[?(v1 , #1)] : {. Then we must have:
{=T 3?[{1 , ..., {n]; K, P[( p0 : :0)]<v1 : T
1
?[{1 , ..., {n]; and P<#1 : PK?[{1 , ..., {n]
(T 2?[{1 , ..., {n]). By the induction hypothesis, K, P<[(#0 p0)] v1 : T
1
?[{1 , ..., {n].
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By Lemma 6.5, P<[(#0 p0)] #1 : PK?[{1 , ..., {n](T
2
?[{1 , ..., {n]). Then by value
typing we have K, P<[?([(#0 p0)] v1 , [(#0 p0)] #1)] : T 3?[{1 , ..., {n]. K
The following lemma can be proved by induction on v using the type substitution
lemma for *impl whose proof is essentially the same as that of Lemma 6.1.
Lemma 6.7. If K[t :: k] K$, P<v : _ and K |&{ :: k then K([{t] K$), [{t] P
<v : [{t] _
Using these properties, we show the type soundness theorem.
Theorem 6.8. If K, A, T |&e : {, P<A : A, K, P<E : T, and A, E |&e - v
then K, P<v : {.
Proof. By induction on the length of computation A, E |&e - v. The proof
proceeds by cases in term of the structure of e. The case of constants is trivial. Cases
for abstraction and application can be shown similarly to the corresponding proof
of [19].
Case (x a1 } } } am). Suppose
K, A, T[x : \(t1 :: k1 , ..., tn :: kn) . (:1 , ..., :m) O {0]
|&(xa1 } } } am) : [{1 t1 , ..., {n tn] {0 .
By the assumption on E, we have K, P<E(x) : \(t1 :: k1 , ..., tn :: kn) . (:1 , ..., :m)
O {0 . By the typing rule for *impl, K |&{i :: [{1t1 , ..., {i&1 ti&1] k i . Since t1 , ..., tn
do not appear in P, by Lemma 6.7 we have the following.
K, P<E(x) : ([{1 t1 , ..., {ntn] :1 , ..., [{1 t1 , ..., {n tn] :m) O [{1 t1 , ..., {ntn] {0
By the typing rules for values, E(x) must be of the form 4( p1 , ..., pn) .v0 . By the
typing rule for *impl, we must have A |&ai : [{1 t1 , ..., {n tn](:i). By the assumption
on A, we have A |&ai - #i such that K, P<#i : [{1 t1 , ..., {n tn](:i). Then
A, E |&(x a1 } } } am) - [#1p1 , ..., #n pn] v0 . But by the typing rule for values,
K, P[ p1 : [{1 t1 , ..., {n tn](:1), ..., pm : [{1 t1 , ..., {n tn](:m)]
<v0 : [{1 t1 , ..., {n tn] {0 .
Then by Lemma 6.6, K, P<[#1 p1 , ..., #n pn] v0 : [{1 t1 , ..., {n tn] {0 , as desired.
Case f (e1 , ..., en). Suppose K, A, T |&f (e1 , ..., en) : T({1 , ..., {n). By simple
induction on i using the induction hypothesis, we have K, P<ei - vi and K, P<
vi : {i . Therefore, A, E |&f (e1 , ..., en) - f (v1 , ..., vn) and K, P<f (v1 , ..., vn) : T({1 , ..., {n).
Case ?(e, a). Suppose K, A, T |&?(e, a) : {. Then we must have {=
T 3?[{1 , ..., {n]; K, A, T |&e : T
1
?[{1 , ..., {n]; K |&T
2
?[{1 , ..., {n] :: K?[{1 , ..., {n];
and A |&a : PK?[{1 , ..., {n](T
2
?[{1 , ..., {n]). Suppose A, E|&?(e, a) - v. Then A, E |&
e - v1 for some v1 . By the induction hypothesis, K, P<v1 : T 1?[{1 , ..., {n]. Since
P<A : A, we have A |&a - # such that P<# : PK?[{1 , ..., {n](T
2
?[{1 , ..., {n]). Then
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K, P<[?(v1 , a)] : T 3?[{1 , ..., {n]. By our assumption that well-typed run-time
primitive produces a value of the same type, [?(v1 , a)] - v{wrong such that
K, P<v : T 3?[{1 , ..., {n].
Case let x=4((I) ) .e1 in e2 . Suppose K, A, T |&let x=4((I) ) .e1 in e2 : {.
Then we must have K[(t :: k)], A[(I : :)], T |&e1 : {1 and K, A, T[x :
\((t :: k) ) . ((:) ) O {1] e2 : {. Suppose A, E |&let x=4((I) ) .e1 in e2 - v. Then
A[(I : p)], E |&e1 - v1 for some v1 where ( p) are fresh. Since K[(t :: k)],
P[( p : :)]<A[( I: p)] : A[(I : :)] and K[( t:: k)], P[( p : :)]<E : T,
K[(t :: k)], P[( p : :)]<v1 : {1 . By the definition of evaluation, A, E[x :
4(( p) ) .v1] |&e2 - v. By the definition of value typing, K, P<4(( p) ) .v1 :
\((t :: k) ) . ((:) ) O {1 . Thus K, P<E[x : 4(( p) ) .v1] : T[x : \((t :: k) ) .
((:) ) O {1]. Therefore, by the induction hypothesis, K, P<v : {. K
This result, together with the type preservation theorem of the specialization
transformation (Theorem 6.4) and the type soundness theorem of the implementation
language 4impl (Theorem 6.8), ensures that the type system for the source language
is sound with respect to the operational semantics obtained by the operational
semantics of the specialized language.
7. CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER INVESTIGATIONS
We have presented a framework for type-directed specialization of poly-
morphism. We have first developed a method for coherent type reconstruction for
an ML-style implicitly typed polymorphic language. We have then given a
framework for specializing polymorphic primitives into efficient low-level code
depending on the types of arguments. This has been achieved by decomposing a
polymorphic operation into a low-level generic operation and an attribute value of
the type of the argument and by introducing an abstraction mechanism over
attributes. A polymorphic function is implemented by a function that takes an
attribute value and performs an operation according to the attribute value. One
distinguishing feature of our approach is that it uses singleton types and encodes
attribute values as types in the type system. By exploiting this feature, we have
achieved type-directed specialization of polymorphic functions.
There are a number of issues that would merit further investigation. We briefly
mention some of them below.
Efficient implementation strategy. To implement the framework presented here
we need to develop an efficient implementation strategy for the operational of *impl.
One unusual feature of the operational semantics is that attribute application (rule
for (x (I) )) involves substitution of a run-time value. As seen from the definition
of substitution, the effect of substitution of the form [#1 p1 , ..., #mpm] v is to
update value environments E, attribute environments A, and data structures in v
but not code part of closures (i.e., *x .e in some cls(A, E, *x .e)) in v. One strategy
for implementing attribute application is the following.
1. An attribute abstraction 4(( p) ) .v is implemented by a value together
with sets ( p ) of pointers indicating the places in v containing p.
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2. Attribute application is implemented by first copying v and then updating
the places pointed to by ( p ) with the corresponding values.
If we implement an attribute abstraction 4((I) ) .e as a closure, then for each
time at attribute application, a run-time data structure needs to be created by
evaluating e under a new attribute environment. The above implementation
evaluates e only once and should therefore yield faster implementation for attribute
application. The value v in 4((p) ) .v can be regarded as a ‘‘template’’ value for
each instance. We therefore believe that even if we adopted value-only
polymorphism, this operational semantics is worthwhile adopting. A possible
further optimization is to eliminate run-time traversal and copy of a value whenever
possible. One promising approach is Minamide’s [26], where unnecessary run-time
copy is eliminated by creating data with a hole and destructively filling the hole
whenever possible. We believe that this method can be adopted for implementing
4(( p) ) .v and its application to attribute values.
Preservation of the semantics. The type preservation theorem (Theorem 6.4) and
the type soundness theorem (Theorem 6.8) guarantee that the type system of the
source language is sound with respect to the semantics achieved by a compiler
embodying the type-directed specialization of polymorphism. In addition to this, we
would like to show that type-directed specialization of polymorphism preserves the
semantics of the source program. One promising strategy is to use the technique of
logical relation and to set up a type index family of relations between the domain
D_1 of 4
ml and the corresponding domain D (_)*2 of 4
impl in such a way that the type
translation of _ is (_)* and that the relation is strong enough to implie that the
related elements have the same behavior. (See [28] for a survey on logical relations
and their applications.) The semantic preservation can then be shown that the
meaning of the translated term is related to the meaning of the source term. In
[31, 25], such proofs are carried out. We believe that for each concrete instance of
our framework, those technique can be adopted. However, a more significant work
would be needed to develop a general result for our framework in such a way that
it can be instantiated with various polymorphic primitives and type constructors. In
order to establish such a method, we need to abstract the necessary properties that
should hold for the relationship between polymorphic primitives in *ml and the
corresponding ones in 4impl and to properly strengthen the logical predicate. Recent
results on generalizing logical predicates such as [1, 3, 14] may shed some light on
developing such a general technique.
Intensional polymorphism. One interesting issue would be to apply the frame-
work presented here to the intensional polymorphism of Harper and Morrisett [13].
So far we have tacitly assumed that the value denoted by an attribute type of the
form Pk({) is atomic. This is the case for record polymorphism and unboxed
calculus where an attribute type such as index(l, [l : int, m : bool]) and size(real )
denotes an integer (namely 0 and 2, respectively, in these examples.) However, our
formalism does not require such a restriction. The value denoted by attribute type
Pk({) can be any value as far as it is statically computed. With this extension, our
formalism can deal with less uniform polymorphic primitives, such as those handled
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by intensional polymorphism. Elsman [9] has recently developed a compilation
method for tag-free polymorphic equality based on a mechanism similar to that of
[31]. His system can be regarded as an instance of the framework presented here
with this extension.
Other type passing calculi. Recently, Minamide [25] developed an explicit type
passing calculus that combines some of the features of 4impl and a mechanism for
efficient type passing. In our framework, we only consider those kinds that denote
a subset of monotypes. One novel aspect of [25] is that it includes a mechanism
to perform some computation on type parameters by introducing a form of second-
order kinds such as those denoting products of types and associated elimination
operations. Integration of this mechanism with type-directed specialization would
yield a more flexible calculus suitable for an intermediate language for implementing
various advanced features of polymorphic languages.
There are also several recent papers for various type passing calculi and
optimization methods based on type information such as [39, 11, 33]. Compared
with these methods, the feature that distinguishes our approach is a type-theoretical
treatment of static computation of type attributes by treating attribute values as
types. This feature may be useful for refining those type passing calculi. One
promising approach toward this direction would be to develop a method for
optimizing those type passing calculi by evaluating attributes at compile-time based
on our framework.
With these efforts of further refinements, we hope that the framework presented
in this paper will serve as a type-theoretical basis for efficient implementation of
various advanced polymorphisms.
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